A lattice model of the translational dynamics of nonrotating rigid rods.
We present a lattice model of oriented, nonrotating, rigid rods in three dimensions with random walk dynamics, computer simulation results for the model, and a theory for the translational diffusion constant of the rods in the perpendicular direction, D(⊥), in the semidilute regime. The theory is based on the "tube model" of Doi-Edwards (DE) theory for the rotational diffusion constant of rods that can both translate and rotate in continuous space. The theory predicts that D(⊥) is proportional to (νL(3))(-2), where ν is the concentration of rods and L is the length of the rods, which is analogous to the Doi-Edwards scaling law for rotational diffusion. The simulations find that, as νL(3) is increased, the approach to the limit of DE scaling is slow, and the -2 power in the DE scaling law is never quite achieved even at the highest concentration (νL(3) = 200) simulated. We formulate a quantitative theory for the prefactor in the scaling relationship using only DE ideas, but it predicts a proportionality constant that is much too small. To explain this discrepancy, we modify the DE approach to obtain a more accurate estimate of the average tube radius and take into account effects of perpendicular motion of rods that are not included in the original DE theory. With these changes, the theory predicts values of D(⊥) that are in much better agreement with the simulations. We propose a new scaling relationship that fits the data very well. This relationship suggests that the DE scaling law is the correct description of the scaling for infinitely thin rods only in the limit of infinite concentration, and that corrections to the DE scaling law because of finite concentration are significant even at concentrations that are well inside the semidilute regime. The implications of these results for the DE theory of rotating rods are discussed.